Love/Aerial Winter Showcase 2019

“Love Aerial is in the Air”
Saturday, February 23, 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Showcase Program
Level 1-2 Group “A Million Dreams” – Pink
Kayla “Fly Me to the Moon” – Frank Sinatra
Trish “Wicked Games” – Parra for Cuva ft. Anna Naklab
Bobbie & Nataya “The Fighter” – Keith Urban ft. Carrie Underwood
Level 2-3 Group “La Vie En Rose” – Michael Buble ft. Cecile McLorin Salvant
--Intermission—
Carolina & Georgeann “Kiss” -- Prince
Nicole & Victoria “Electricity” – Silk City and Dua Lipa
Alexis “Essence of Us” – Emilie Adams
Jillian “Defying Gravity” – Idina Menzel
Keiko, Nataya, & Nicole “Something Just Like This” – The Chainsmokers and Coldplay
Carolyn “Heal Me” – Lady Gaga

About the Performers

Level 1-2 Group
(Carolina, Demetria, Georgeann, Isabel, Jesse, Mayz)
Choreography by Lillian and Victoria
Song: A Million Dreams by Pink
One of the best aspects of aerial is the
community. Class performances showcase
the power and grace of this community.
These six performers have committed
focused time and efforts to creating a
beautiful, collective performance. Fun fact:
none of the performers have been training
at Love/Aerial even a year! Their
accomplishments are a testament to their
continued efforts, perseverance, and
openness to coaching.
The students selected this song by aerial
enthusiast singer-songwriter, P!nk, from
the inspiring movie "The Greatest
Showman". The song highlights the beauty
of circus, limitless possibilities, and how to
create a world inspired by your dreams.

Kayla
Song: Fly Me to the Moon by Frank Sinatra
I have been doing aerial silks off and on
since 2015, but it’s been within this past
year that I’ve really had the time to commit
to training! I started coming to Love/Aerial
about a year ago and have been hooked
ever since. During the day I am a medical
student at UC Davis School of Medicine
and I will shortly start my residency training
in Emergency Medicine, but I like joking
that my back up plan is to run away with the
circus. When not getting tangled in silks I
like to cuddle with my lazy dog and I am
currently training for a ½ marathon my best
friend (Tali) convinced me was a good idea.

Trish
Song: “Wicked Games” – Parra for Cuva ft. Anna Naklab
I started my aerial journey 3 years ago and it changed my life. I
saw it on TV and I immediately thought it was for me. I
discovered this amazing place and haven't stopped. I started
with no dance, gymnastics or any sort of experience doing
anything like it. Took me forever to get off the ground but I finally
did it. I thought starting something at 33 that's so physical was
crazy and then I met other people in my class over 50, and over
60. If they can do it, so can I. My body has gotten stronger, more
flexible, and I have gained a new level of confidence.
Aerial silks is not just about doing fancy acrobatics. It's also
therapy for me. After a stressful day, I come here and it's just me
and my silks. It takes so much focus that it releases my stress.
I have also made some pretty incredible friends who celebrate
every little aerial victory with me. These girls have become
another family and I dont know what I would do without them.
My performance tonight highlights areas that I have been
working on, which is slowing things down and being deliberate in
my movements. It's been a lot of work and I hope you enjoy it.

Bobbie & Nataya
Song: The Fighter by Keith Urban
feat. Carrie Underwood
Bobbie and Nataya aren't your usual
pair of aerialists. Bobbie is a
practicing attorney and professional
photographer, and Nataya is a
veterinarian and self-proclaimed
crazy cat lady. Both have been
training in the aerial arts for 5+
years and are excited to share their
experience through their routine.

Level 2-3 Group
(Emily, Ivy, Jillian, Keiko)
Choreography by Lillian and Yan
Song: La Vie en Rose by Michael Bublé feat.
Cécile McLorin Salvant
This Level 2-3 choreography piece truly
represents a collaborative effort between the
instructors and students. These four lovely
aerialists have put in so much hard work and
dedication towards refining this performance
and it keeps getting better every time they
perform it!
In brainstorming a song to fit the “Love/Aerial
is in the Air” theme, what better song to
choose than a classic, such as “Le Vie en
Rose!” Through this piece, the students hope
to transport you to provincial France and fill
your head with images of biking through the
country side with a basket of roses and the
smell of freshly baked baguettes wafting
through the air.

Level 2-3 Group
(Emily, Ivy, Jillian, Keiko)
Choreography by Lillian and Yan
Emily: I have been doing aerial silks for a total of 2 years, but not continuously. In the course of my
many moves, I have taken classes in two states and on two continents! By day, I work as a
programmer for a marketing company in Sacramento.
Ivy: Ivy's aerial journey began in 2013 with a Living Social deal at Aerial Revolution in San Diego.
After moving back to Sacramento in 2015, she took classes at International Gymnastics Center
weekly and was hooked. Ivy's background consists of hip hop and contemporary dance. In 2017, she
also branched out to practice pole dance weekly. When she is not dancing and practicing aerial arts,
Ivy is studying to become a nurse practitioner and grading homework and setting up lab as a
teaching assistant. She is excited to be performing aerial silks for the first time with her Love/Aerial
classmates.
Jillian: I was first introduced to aerial silks back when I used to do gymnastics as a kid. Little did I
know then that years later I would find myself training aerial. Some people might not like heights or
hanging upside down, but I think it's quite fun! I will be graduating from UC Davis soon and can't wait
to see where my aerial adventure will take me next!
Keiko: After many years of nagging from Lillian, Keiko finally decided to give aerial silks a try and has
now been with Love/Aerial for two years! By day, Keiko is an MD/PhD student at UC Davis, working
on her PhD in Epidemiology, but by night, she takes to the sky as a fearless high flying aerialist!
(Thanks Keiko, for letting Lillian write your bio)

Nicole & Victoria
Song: Electricity by Silk City & Dua Lipa
Victoria has been training aerial straps for over
a little over a year now. Nicole has been
training aerial straps for 9 months. After years
of training in silks, aerial straps provided a
different means of creative expression through
a demanding physical discipline. Though both
performers have trained with a few coaches,
they owe their progress to coach Jason Lam,
who has graciously taken them in as students
over the past six months. This youthful
nightclub song written by Dua Lipa is a
homage to the freedom and desire--the
intensity that drives you to dance the night
away. This performance conveys the feelings
of love that has no ceiling, whether it be love
for yourself, someone else, or an aerial
discipline.

Alexis
Song: Essence of Us by Emilie
Adams
I started doing aerial silks four
years ago for about a year and
started back up the beginning of
2018. I really enjoy the
challenge that silks bring and the
performing aspect that goes
along with it. When I am not
practicing aerial silks, I am either
at school, working, or riding my
horse

Jillian
Song: Defying Gravity by Idina Menzel
I was first introduced to aerial silks back
when I used to do gymnastics as a kid.
Little did I know then that years later I would
find myself training aerial. Some people
might not like heights or hanging upside
down, but I think it's quite fun! I will be
graduating from UC Davis soon and can't
wait to see where my aerial adventure will
take me next!

Georgeann & Carolina
Song: Kiss by Prince
Carolina and Georgeann have been taking
classes at Love/Aerial for six months. Both
are totally in love with silks, leaving their
husbands and children wondering where
they go at night. "I want to be a pretty fairy
in the sky," says Carolina. "I am leveling up
in what my body is capable of," says
Georgeann. Carolina is an Ashtangainspired yoga instructor, currently obsessed
with kinstretch. Georgeann is a scientist
and writer, currently obsessed with the
evolution of intelligence.

Keiko, Nataya, and Nicole
Song: Something Just Like This by
The Chainsmokers & Coldplay
Nataya, Keiko, and Nicole have
bonded over aerial arts as an
escape from their lives as a doctor
and doctors in training. They
officially became a silks-performing
trio in January 2019, when they tried
to find a happy Chainsmokers song
for their performance. They are
excited to perform to the one happy
song in the Chainsmokers
repertoire!

Carolyn
Song: Heal Me by Lady Gaga
Originally from Colorado. Married with 2
boys. I’ve been an athlete ALL my life and
discovered aerial arts in my 50’s. I also
teach pole fitness at Epic Pole Fitness
Studio in Antelope.
I started dabbling with Lyra about 4 years
ago. I decided to take it a little more
seriously 2 years ago and began training
weekly with Stacey Devargas. She has
taught me so much. Starting with basic
technique, safety and how wrap your body
around this hoop in the air.
Lyra can be challenging, scary and painful
but I love It because it’s always spinning
and the shapes you make look dynamic
and beautiful.

